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The Georgian pianist Nino Gvetadze, born in!
1981, studied at the Tbilisi Conservatory and!
subsequently in the Netherlands with Paul!
Komen and Jan Wijn. She has won numerous!
competitions and awards, including second!
prize in the 2008 International Franz Liszt!
Competition in Utrecht. I do not know!
her previous recordings, which include!
Liszt’s Sonata, Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an!
Exhibition and a Rachmaninov recital, but!
I am eager to hear them after listening to!
this exceptional Debussy disc.!
She plays Debussy’s first book of Préludes!
with all the requisite colour, imagination and!
refined sense of style. The opening ‘Danseuses!
de Delphes’ moves serenely and gracefully,!
with the many subtle dynamics sounding!
completely natural. ‘Voiles’ seems to float on!
air (whether Debussy meant ‘Sails’ or ‘Veils’!
doesn’t matter very much) and ‘Le vent dans!
la plaine’ is very light and fast, superbly!
controlled. Some of the most poetic playing!
comes in the slower Préludes, especially!
‘Les sons et les parfums tournent dans!
l’air du soir’ and ‘Des pas sur la neige’.!
The two most virtuosic pieces, ‘Les collines
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d’Anacapri’ and ‘Ce qu’a vu le vent’, are!
perfect: the former a fast and carefree dance!
with a not-too-slow expressive middle section;!
and the latter a canvas full of drama but!
without the usual blurred textures and!
percussive qualities. ‘La fille aux cheveux!
de lin’ is delicate, direct and simple. Humour!
is caught perfectly in ‘La danse de Puck’,!
but I would have preferred a more deadpan!
approach for ‘Minstrels’, where the pianist!
inserts small ritards and commas that she!
resists doing in any of the other pieces.!
‘La cathédrale engloutie’ is one of the most!
thoughtful and well-paced accounts I know,!
even if she doesn’t quite adopt Debussy’s!
tempos heard on his piano roll of this work.!
In short, Gvetadze plays with such perfect!
ease and naturalness that she often sounds!
like she is improvising, even when she!
is observing every smallest detail in the!
score. She is able to hold her own against!
formidable recorded competition from!
Maurizio Pollini and Krystian Zimerman,!
my current favourite pianists in this music.!
Estampes is also very fine, with a complete!
fluidity in ‘Pagodes’ that ignores the ‘prison’!
of barlines. ‘Soirée dans Grenade’ benefits!
from adroit pedalling and beautiful balances of!
the textures, even if I prefer a slightly slower!
and more insinuating habanera tempo. And the!
finest balance between clarity and colourism is!
attained in ‘Jardins sous la pluie’, which for!
once is not too fast and over-pedalled.!
If the two Arabesques serve as elegant hors!
d’oeuvres to the main courses, then ‘Clair de!
lune’ is the most delicious sherbet, leaving!
one completely satisfied. I hope to hear much!
more from Nino Gvetadze, and especially in!
the French repertoire. The recorded sound is!
stunningly natural at every level and the!
booklet notes by Joanna Wyld are a model.!
Charles Timbrell	



